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https://www.lead2pass.com/n10-006.html QUESTION 11Which of the following properties of DHCP would a technician use to
ensure an IP address is not leased out from the active scope? A. ReservationsB. Lease timesC. Removing IPs from the active
leasesD. Configuring the DNS optionsAnswer: AExplanation:Reservationsare permanent lease assignments that are used to ensure
that a specified client on a subnet can always use the same IP address. You can use DHCP reservations for hosts that require a
consistent IP address, but do not need to be statically configured. QUESTION 12A network technician needs to configure a port on a
switch to provide connectivity and electrical support to a WAP being installed in a warehouse. Which of the following features
needs to be configured on the switch? A. STPB. PoEC. VTP trunkingD. Port forwarding Answer: BExplanation:Power over
Ethernet or PoE describes any of several standardized or ad-hoc systems which pass electrical power along with data on Ethernet
cabling. This allows a single cable to provide both data connection and electrical power to devices such as wireless access points or
IP cameras. QUESTION 13Which of the following reasons would MOST likely be used to implement QoS and traffic shaping
solutions? A. RedundancyB. Fault toleranceC. Unified communicationsD. Uptime requirements Answer: CExplanation: In
unified communication video,voice,data have only one end gateway so to give priority to avoid delay in voice and video we use Qos.
QUESTION 14Which of the following uses SSL encryption? A. SMTPB. FTPC. HTTPSD. SNMP Answer: CExplanation:
HTTPSis the result of simply layering the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) on top of the SSL/TLS protocol, thus adding the
security capabilities of SSL/TLS to standard HTTP communications. QUESTION 15Users notice a problem with their network
connectivity when additional lights are turned on. Which of the following would be the cause for this problem? A. DDOSB.
Cross talkC. Open shortD. EMI Answer: DExplanation:External Machine Interface (EMI), an extension to Universal Computer
Protocol (UCP), is a protocol primarily used to connect to short message service centres (SMSCs) for mobile telephones.
QUESTION 16Ann, a network technician, has been troubleshooting a connectivity problem in the LAN room. Ann has diagnosed
the problem and implemented a solution. Which of the following would be the NEXT step? A. Test the theoryB. Establish a plan
of actionC. Establish a theoryD. Document findings Answer: DExplanation:As to prove the cause of problem documents need to
be attached so document finding is the first step after we implemented and diagnosed that problem. QUESTION 17A network
technician is troubleshooting a user's connectivity problem, and has determined a probable cause. The technician is at which step in
the troubleshooting methodology? A. Verify full system functionalityB. Identify the problemC. Establish a theoryD.
Implement the solution Answer: CExplanation:Establish a theory means to correlate the finding and cause of a problem in order to
fix the problem. QUESTION 18Spanning-Tree Protocol is used with which of the following network devices? A. RouterB. NIC
C. SwitchD. DHCP server Answer: CExplanation:Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) is a Layer 2 protocol that runs on bridges and
switches. The specification for STP is IEEE 802.1D. The main purpose of STP is to ensure that you do not create loops when you
have redundant paths in your network. Loops are deadly to a network. QUESTION 19In a SOHO environment, placing a VoIP unit
on the outside edge of a LAN router enhances which of the following network optimization methods? A. Load balancingB.
Quality of serviceC. Fault toleranceD. Traffic shaping Answer: BExplanation:In unified communication video, voice, data have
only one end gateway so to give priority to avoid delay in voice and video we use Qos. QUESTION 20The network support team is
constantly getting calls from users in a specific area of an office building. The users are able to connect to the office wireless
network, but they sometimes disconnect or experience very slow download speeds. Which of the following is MOST likely the
problem? A. Incorrect service set identifierB. Low signal strength or interferenceC. Incorrect encryption schemeD. Incorrect
IP address or subnet mask Answer: BExplanation:This generally happens when the signals are weak in any particular area and any
movement can make you lose connectivity to the internet. In this case you can try to increase the radio power so that the signal
strength can be increased. N10-006 dumps full version (PDF&VCE): https://www.lead2pass.com/n10-006.html Large amount of
free N10-006 exam questions on Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDVzI0bUdJdU1ESkk
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